
Techers show their love for Eat World. Es]pec:iailly the student pn~sulmablyfamiUiar ASL in the upper corner.

By MARISSA CEVALLOS

we tossed."
ASCIT turned the filtered band

list into a campus-wide poll last
year, which Jimmy Eat World
won by a

WIth the AS-
CIT now faced the
prc1ble:ms of a our-name
concert on a small cmnpus.

.." ....,f"'Ilw .. Renovations

Continued on Page 2, Column 1

By DAVID CHEN
Housing Director Timothy calls for Housing to return 10%

Chang discussed the effects of annual revenue to Caltech,
of the budget crisis as well as more than $1 million, from the
other issues that affect Caltech half a million that the Housing
undergraduates. The Housing Office currently produces.
Office pays for its own operat- Tim Chang stated that the
ing costs from the rents, and in Housing Office has approached
fact, returns a small profit to the such goals with multiple meth
Institute every year. In response ods, by reducing expenditures
to the budgetary demands, how- and increasing rental fees. Un
ever, the Housing Office will be dergraduates will be required to
expected to return a higher profit pay for the damages. Tim Chang
stream to Caltech in the upcom- described that the Housing of
ing years. In fact, the budget fiee tends to pick up the tab cur-

Tallying and

it could raise $25,000 from a
Moore and Hufstedler Fund
(MHF) grant, and another
$5,000 from ASCIT's yearly
budget. WIth a realistic budget,
ASCIT looked at which bands it
could afford. From a long list of
bands, the group narrowed their
opltiOllS to about ten bands. Ac
cording to Rocky, "anyone who
cost more than $35K, we hadn't
heard of, or we knew couldn't

on a show worth amrtmm!:.

serves as the basis of his analy
sis. Plotted under the assumption
that the fraction of actual oil dis
coveries to attempted drillings,
is proportional to the amount of
oil remaining, the graph predicts
that the world's oil reserves will
undergo a steep reduction in the
coming decades. More specifi
cally, production of oil will de
cline dramatically in the next few
years, as we are living through its
peak as of this moment, Dr. Def
feyes argued. According to his
calculations, "Hubbard's Peak,"
named after the famed geophysi-

Continued on Page 8, Column 3

happen event. "
The joke turned quasi-serious

when Chris, bored one night dur
ing third term, decided to· "take
it to the next and figure out
a estimate.

Dima with this
him to start

ing money to cancel every
other social event on our calen
dar."

After a few more
calculations, the trio

By JOSEPHINE SUH

A. Tombrello, kicked off the
evening by giving a brief ac
count of Charles and Thomas
Lauritsen's scientific legacy, and
of past events at the Institute that
focused on the topic of oil deple
tion. In particular, it was pointed
out that Professor David Good
stein had written the book, "Out
of Gas," and had given a talk on
campus last year, on the subject.
Professor Tombrello went on to
introduce the speaker.

Dr. Deffeyes' first presen
tation slide, projected on the
stage, showed a linear graph that

Dima Kernasovskly, ASCIT so
cial director.

The idea to bring a concert to
Caltech began as a far-fetched
idea hatched by ASCIT mem
bers Dima and Raquel "Rocky"
Velez. According to fellow mem
ber Chris Gonzales, "Dima and

sat down at the belginnil.1tg
term to figure out

cool events we should
to do. The concert was on
as some ridiculous never-gonna-

How long will the world's oil
resources last? What can we do
to cope with its inevitable de
cline, especially in the short term
range? These were the questions
that Ken Deffeyes, professor
emeritus of Princeton Univer
sity, addressed in his lecture on
Thursday, Dec. 1. Delivered to
a full audience in the Beckman
Auditorium, the talk was the
third installment in the Lauritsen
Memorial Lecture series.

Division Chair of Physics,
Math, and Astronomy, Thomas

What started out as a joke last
between a few members of

turned into a Saturday
rock concert and BBQ free

to Caltech cOlJl1ml.mity.
The four hours of free food

and wailing guitars on Satur
day were only possible
with 7 months of "coordinating

last-minute
furlding, org;aruizirlg volunteers,
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Grounds Department did the
clean-up for free, and Public
Events donated their staff to run
the concert," said Dima.

In addition, a team of about
twenty student volunteers
manned the front gate, ran an
Alumni Booth, and kept an eye
on the band's equipment.

Rocky said, "Definitely ku
dos to all the people who helped
us out, including the adminis
tration. I think everyone was
pretty surprised to hear that they
finally went for it."

With respect to President Da
vid Baltimore's introduction of
the band, Rocky adds "Balti
more definitely scored a couple
of major cool points among the
students."

"I think it's really important,
especially in light of recent ten
sions from the budget cuts that
[students know] that many ad
ministrators care about us and
are eager to help us, and that we
can all work together to organize
something as awesome as the
concert," said Dima.

However, the limiting fac
tor to throwing yearly headlin
ing concerts is funding. WIth a
MHF of $25,000, finding many
sources of additional funding
for Jimmy Eat World became an
easier matter.

"The MHF is not really set up
to do a yearly sponsorship like
this," said Chris. "Basically,
we need some way of getting
around $30,000 per year and this
will become a yearly event."

"To be honest, I think that
have a concert like this next
year is definitely doable, assum
ing people are more willing to
contribute money to it and MHF
loves us again," said Rocky.

In addition to the MHF grant,
the event received donations
from ASCIT, Graduate Student
Council, the Alumni Associa
tion, Caltech Y, Tom Mannion,
the MOSH, and Housing.

"Additionally, Graphic Arts
printed flyers for free, the

Continued from Page 1

Prepared to meet the full list,
the ASCIT team was pleasantly
surprised when Denise told them
they didn't actually have to pro
vide it all.

"She told us that we'd give
them a hot meal, snacks, and
pizza; everything else, they can
just deal with. We would have
spent over a thousand dollars
meeting their list, but with De
nise's help, we cut it down to
about a hundred."

With administrative contacts
in place and months worth of ex
perience, social team members
believe it's possible to have an
other huge event down the road.

"When we first got this idea,
people thought we were crazy,
we couldn't get the band, we
couldn't get the funding, we
couldn't get administration to let
us go through with it, and if we
did, we wouldn't be able to ex
ecute; we thought it was a long
shot when the idea first came
about. .Now we know that we
can do and do it well," said
.Dima.

President of Community and
Government Relations.

"Without their help there is no
way the concert could have hap
pened," said Dima.

"They were definitely all re
ally interested in helping us get
this done in safest and most ef
ficient way," said Rocky, "and
they also had experience."

When the ASCIT social team
first started planning the event,
they had no idea about what
perfonnance groups expected.
When they looked at Jimmy Eat
World's contract, they initially
balked at the list of require
ments.

"They wanted like thirty
things, including hummus, pea
nut butter and jelly sandwich
es, and Coke-.;no Pep.~i," said
Rocky. "But apparently that's not
very demanding. J Lo requires
that she have 10 chocolate chip
cookies, and each cookie cannot
contain more than 15 chips."

If you know the name of the dnlmme:r, you are a Jimmy Eat World fan.

of having the concert on their
grounds," said Dima.

There was also the problem of
security.

"We had to strike a balance
between hyping up the concert
while keeping it under wraps,"
said Dima.

ASCIT only advertised in
places that were visited by mem
bers of the Caltech community,
as well as specified in their con
tract that Jinlmy Eat World was
not to advertise the concert.

However, the student organiz
ers all agreed that the logistics
were made muchsimpler by one

. thing--the administration.
"There were lots of concerns

about security and non-Techers
coming on campus. Everything
became much easier once De
nise was on board," said Dima
ofDenise Nelson Nash, Director
of Public Events.

Also key to the success of
the concert were Louis Lind,
Technical Manager of Opera
tions, Gregg Henderson, Chief
of Security, and Hall Daily, Vice

houses are not finished in time,
residents will probably move in
January 2007.

The North Houses not
be renovated next year, and
Tim Chang explained that they
are looking at 5 years down the
line. This means that the Hous
ing crunch will be alleviated,
and the Chester apartments will
become doubles again, for ex
ample. The mods will remain in
their location on a 3-year con
tract and will be rented out to
organizations who wish to use
them.

He also talked about the ad
dition of Avery House. "As is
clearly evident here, we try to
let the students do much as they
can with the living environ
ments on their own. There are
certain things that we have to
step in and take control over, but
as far as Avery House goes, it's
up to the Avery Council. We do
still have some needs for Avery
House spaces. For example, we
don't have right now any other
location that is a climate-con
trolled, allergen-free location...
We will also still have a need to
put some graduate students in
Avery House."

Tim Chang mentioned that
the off-campus alleys only ex
ist because the houses fill them
selves. For example, Pageboys
obtained the Holly about 15
years ago, but the policy is that
these off-campus alleys ex
ist only as overflow. "We need
to have students living in Page
House, in Ricketts House, in
Dabney House, and in all the
other houses because I can
not rent out the spaces in those
houses to any other population.
I can't rent it to graduate stu
dents or faculty; they wouldn't
live there. But if I moved the
people in the Holly back into
Page House, I can rent the Holly
out to graduate students. As far
as a business model goes, that's
why" the houses need to be
filled.

In response to a
Tim
the

mer hOlllsi:ng.
ago, two be
closed during the summer. "One
house would go through and
renovate and do painting and
patching. The other house we
would put all our non-Caltech
SURF students." But the stu
dents who were forced to move
each summer were obviously
unhappy. The mc decided
at the time to spread the non
Caltech students each summer.
Tim Chang suggested that the
non-Caltech students be put into
the mods for this summer, "but
the mc said no."

Tim Chang stated that the
Housing office tries to help
students, such as the turkeys
he provided to the RA's over
Thanksgiving. He also men
tioned that the housing office
budgets $4000 every year for
the ASCIT movie, stating "It's
such a worthwhile event be
cause it's one of the only events
that all of our students go to at
the same time. It's one of those
really good things that we're
trying not to cut." Housing also
is helping fund the ASCIT con
cert, renting the Porta-Potties
and helping pay for clean-up.
"For the most part, from the
budget crisis, we're trying not
to affect the undergraduates."

rently. In addition, the HOUSIJ1.l!

office previously would
at face value the $10 housing
assessment damage fee that
each undergraduate paid each
tenn. Combined with the fact
that the Housing office largely
paid the damages on their own,
the houses essentially were re
ceiving a free $10 per student
each tenn. These changes were
started this academic year, but
further reductions are planned.

Stating that bi-weekly room
cleaning services will discontin
ued at the start of next summer,
he also noted, "No other school
in the country, that I'm aware of
at least, does any room cleaning
for und;ergraduates." There are
currently 40 housing custodi
ans for. the undergraduates and
graduate residences, but this
number may be cut in half with
the reduction of room cleaning
services. The Housing office
will purchase more vacuums
and will continue supplying toi
let paper and paper towels.

A little known fact, however,
is that off-campus apartments,
such as Chester, currently can
obtain one free cleaning per
tenn, and this policy will be uti
lized for on-campus rooms next
year. "The model we're mov
ing to is the Chester Model, and
the Chester Model is that you
can request one room cleaning
per tenn for free. It's included
and you don't have to pay for

but if you want a second or
one, you'll have to pay for

that. Typically, if you do it right,
in the middle of each tenn, you
can get it cleaned."

The linen service was also
discontinued this year, due to
large costs from sheets that
were not being returned. "The
people who used it [the linen
service] tended to not return the
sheets but returned the towels
for whatever reason that was.
We were getting all of our tow
els back, but we weren't
all of our sheets back. my

is that people were using
sheets for other like

togas and signs, that."
Tim stated
doing a towels-only service,
but "all the linen companies we
talked to said, 'No, we won't
do towels only. Our is
on the sheets. ", Students
arrive on campus without such
linens may purchase them from
the Housing Office.

The linen service and the ex
isting room-cleaning per tenn
were largely unadvertised. Tim
Chang explains, "They were
freebies," but the IHC has been
infonned of the room-cleaning
policy for next year.

The rents for Caltech housing
will increase again for next year.
Undergraduates will pay 3.5%
more, graduate students 8%
more, and faculty or post-docs
may pay up to 60% more. "This
is to keep in line with what our
market rents are. We're finding
that we charge lower than mar
ket for a lot of the faculty and
post-doc locations."

Tim Chang also provided a
rough update on the renovations.
The contractors have stated that
they will have difficulty finish
ing by the original deadline of
fall 2006, in. time for the next
academic year. They claim a
difficult time securing supplies
and labor, effects of the hurri
canes and other factors. If the

Continued from 1



Brandy Cossairt

You might have felt concerned
when Caltech announced budget
cuts at the start of the year; you
might have wished you had had
some chance to participate in mak
ing the decisions, but it doesn't
matter what you think, because the
decisions have already been made
without you. Caltech is facing a
serious structural deficit on the
order of $28 milIion in its
budget. The Caltech administration
has recently made many decisions
in order to eliminate this deficit by
2008. All of these decisions were
made without any student input,
even though many ofthe cuts affect
students directly. Of major concern
to the undergraduates is a $2000
increase in financial aid self help,
in other words an effective $2000
decrease in aid, a 4 to 5% tuition
increase for current students and
a 8-10% increase for incoming
students, removal of health insur
ance from the cost of tuition to
be charged separately, and cuts to
Health Center services.

Curiously, while the general bud
get will be cut by 12%, Student
Affairs is taking a disproportion
ate share of the cuts, as its budget
will be slashed by 16%. Many other
cuts affect students, including staff
layoffs, such as the elimination of
room cleaning services, the exten
sion of the board program to seven
days a week, cuts to the Women's
Center activities, and the elimina
tion of some Career Center ser
vices, like Resumania. On top of all
these cuts, the Caltech auxiliaries,

"'-'rlD>..JL.I.lUI.' ..... n,.l "JILL-... TECH

including the Book Store, C-Store,
and Red Door, must come up with
another $3 million, most likely out
of students' pockets.

It's enough to boggle the mind
that so many that directly
affect student life can be changed
without any student input. It seems
more and more that Caltech is put
ting the well being of students at the
bottom of its list of priorities. In the
minds of some Caltech administra
tors the ideal undergraduate is one
that stays in his room, goes to class,
gets perfect grades, and never ques
tions the operations of the institute
in which he lives and learns. Unfor
tunately for these administrators,
we undergrads are not all so pas
sive. We will not just sit and watch
the place we once loved fall into a
downward spiral in which student
input, thought, creativity, and free
dom are lost. I encourage you all
to talk to the administration, espe
cially VP of Business and Finance
Dean Currie, Margo Marshak, Tom
Mannion, Dean John Hall and Dean
Barbara Green, and the provost,
talk to your professors, talk to your
houses, talk to the ASCIT BOD and
the IRC, talk to the trustees, talk to
your friends, alumni, and parents,
talk to the local newspaper, talk to
prospective students, talk to anyone
who might care about the future of
Caltech and make it clear that you
care about undergraduate life at
Caltech, make it known that you
love this place as it has been and
are worried about its future.

To all geographically isolated
Americans,

Hello and good luck with fi
nals. Do not curse me for wishing
you well on final exams because
though UCL is not big on assign
ments, hard core memorization
heavy, lengthy exams do await me
next week. All the same, I did not
write to whine about work, I can do
that when at tech. However, I can
not take weekend trips to different
countries when at home. One of the
greatest things about Britain is that
though it is a small isolated island,
it is very close to all of Europe,
which has lots and lots of other
countries, where they speak lots of
other languages and have interest
ing customs. I decided to make use
of the proximity and reasonably
low air fares and visit a in
which I bad not been before.
not choose the more commonly
visited Italy, France, or Spain, but
instead decided to acquaint myself
with Scandinavia and went to Oslo,
Norway.

Oslo, the capital of Norway, is
a city of maybe half a million that
is located around a body of water.
The city is small enough to be seen
from a local mountain top and very
clean. Like many European cities,
it has a public transport system,
which is useful since the main at
tractions of the city are scattered.
The city is small enough to be seen
in one day, if there is sunlight for
enough hours. Norway is often re
ferred to as the land of the midnight
sun because for one day every sum
mer the sun does not set. The win
ter days, on the contrary are quite
short and often very snowy. Peak
tourist season is in the summer and
most locals would recommend vis
iting during that time. I would also
suggest a visit, if you ever get the

By MAYRA SHEIKH

chance.
However, Norway is ridiculously

expensive. My atrophied arithmetic
skills were built up again by con
tinuously converted prices to USD
and being appalled. A Cappuccino
and 2" x 2" brownie cost about $10
at touristy cafe. I guess Disney had
to learn from somewhere. Besides
the prices, Oslo is a nice city. It
has lots of shops with Norwegian
names I do not remember and more
mainstream things like H&M or
Friday's. The most bizarre shop I
encountered was 7-eleven, located
inside the equivalent of a mall. Bet
ter yet, 7-eleven was like more like
a coffee shop than a mini-mart/li
quor store, and they had a very
frilly display ofbaked goods. It was
definitely one of those cultural dif
ferences people are always speak
ing of.

On the topic of differences, Oslo
has an interesting park called "Vige
landsparken." The park is named
after a sculptor who made the many
statues that line the main walkway
and even the really large piece
that is the centerpiece. Most of the
sculptures are of familial scenes;
father's playing with babies, moth
ers pretending to be horses, hud
dling children, and a famous crying
baby. Of course, this doesn't sound
too interesting, the Norwegians
might just be very family oriented.
The park is odd because all the stat
ues are in the nude. Last I checked,
most parents and children remained
clothed when interacting on an ev
eryday basis. Scandinavia has been
known for its comfortable take on
nudity and not making it a big deal.
Even so, I did hear one local refer
to the "park of the shameless" half
in jest and half with sincerity.

In the center of the park on an
elevated platform is the largest of

3

sculptures. It is compromised of 121
nude human bodies ranging from
infants to senior citizens all kind of
stacked on top of each while climb
ing a tower. Overall, the statue does
look quite phallic, which fits in with
the nudity otherwise present. Since
nudity has come up, I might as well
mention that the advertisement for
their main shopping mall is also
compromised of nude people. It is
a mother breast-feeding her baby
on one side and the same mother
and child with the father all stand
ing close to each other on the other
side of the billboards. Even with
all the nudity, most people on the
street were fully clothed (probably
because it was O°C out), which is
more than can be said for Los An
geles.

There are tourist attractions that
do not involve naked people, like
museums. There are lots of muse
ums in Oslo. They even have a ski
museum and a film museum. I par
ticularly like my visit to the Fram,
which is a museum dedicated to an
old Viking ship. The original ship is
housed in the museum and has been
renovated decorated for visitors.
The coolest part of the ship was the
dungeon like prisoner-holding cell
in the back. For all the Viking his
tory buffs, there were lots of other
cool animal hide and stone tool
type objects. It was a nice change
since most British museums focus
on mainland Europe and UK his
tory.

If you ever get a chance to visit
somewhere new, do it. I have heard
Canada is actually quite different
from the U.S. Anyways, have a rest
ful Winter Break and I will write to
you and see you in January.

Almost Done with British
Schooling-Mayra
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By JOSHUA GUTMAN AND JON SENN

key is
to use

outdo()r space one must
spend time outside of one's
room.

students made
efforts to Avery feel

a house. Avery now
competes Interhouse,

they show to their
games. bastardized
introduction house
system is now being legiti-

by the so
out of date ASCIT

bylaws by giving the
house rumored to have ap
proximately half of BoC
cases years their
very own BoC rep. Too bad
you can't BoC someone for
lying, or we'd have to BoC
every student Avery who
claims Avery is a house.

As we conclude our first
article about Avery, we are
reminded of the following
quote from the Caltech Ro
tation Rules:

are a of gay
Booty Housers,"

"All Booty are
chain-smoking necrophili
acs,"

"Everyone from Booty
House is a Literature ma
jor addict...and they
have bad teeth, too."

Rantings from that Drunk
Guy in the Corner is a week
ly column of rants written
by a variety of pissed off
Pageboys. Look for more
rants on Avery in coming
weeks. Send comments, ar
ticle ideas, or hatemail.to
senn@caltech.edu

on
residents

8:00am is
to have notes S111Jpe~d

door. They certainly
don't want to have to open

door and all the
cold housing
provided conditioning.

Speaking of open-
doors, we

Avery take a
dirrrinishilig the

supply oftissues and
Va:~el:me and begin to meet

housemates.
of ours made the

now regretted decision to
live Avery this year. Last
month we were Avery
visiting and got

the same as
we would walking through
any other house at 4:00am:
it was deathly The

difference was it
was on a night,
understandably far too late

birds to be awake.
As Avery does not charge
house dues, but instead is
given a social budget from
the administration, we think
students should all be a little
more open to exploring the
use of Avery's courtyard for
beverage consumption. Be
ware though, those Averites
have itchy dial fingers and
like to call security upon the
slightest hint of fun. Still,
it seems that the four houses
that have been exiled to the
lifestyle of the outdoors and
mobile could make good
use of a full-sized court-

Earlier two
perclassmen living in Avery
planm:d a Day,
a common and enjoyed tra

of the houses
past years. As thanks

for their efforts, these se-
received a HUUULUU<v

of complaints stu
dents who were woken up
early and subjected to loud
noises. Some of those com
plaining students were po
lite enough to at least

upperclassmen for treat
ing Avery like a real house.
Among other re-
sponses on Avery

were that

dinner V!.nAVH of
served the

Citrus as as the
extra flexibility of not being
charged over $12.50 when
they don't what's for
rhnnp1I" or aren't on campus

to

ass without even
courtesy a reach arolunld.

Freshly
privileges

Avery has joined
houses'

house
joined into the overall social
atmosphere Caltech,
appreciates same quality
of life found other
es, or so Avery wants

of

one

wants
couple

of years treatment has
led Avery to become a brat-

house. In a ~ay 2004
undergraduate poll, only
of students respond-
ed 'yes,' a WhlDpp1mg
363 'no' to: "Are
you favor Avery has same,
to allow old, superior
Avery in 2005?" a plan. ~any stUidents
few vocal people Avery difference
w:Jlntf~fI to become a house is because Avery pays more

will of vast board plan.
majority of students, ity, Avery pays same as
minis:tration caved. as the other houses for board.

similar issues in recent It's for their rooms
history, they chose they are charged more.
credibly deceptive method not against this
of pushing the date back plan, we wish that all of
one year. No longer satis- the houses shared the same

with the idea that "no" quality freedoms. Stu-
means "no," the dents under Avery's are
tion has adopted policy provided enough declining

no means "yes, balance to eat houses
" as weekday

Istlratl"on is to have an extra $.50

for all Caltech students, staff, and faculty
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$
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Vy PHILLIPS

Note: There are many fine teach
ers at this Institution, and more than
a few without whom I would not be
here today. You know who you are:
thank you.

past lectures were before giving the
next, and furthermore allow them
to experiment with new teaching
techniques over the course of a
term. Department heads would get
a more accurate view offaculty per
formance which might offer more
concrete suggestions than would a
few final ratings on a post-mortem
course evaluation. Having an auto
mated system would give students
the freedom to whenever
and however much they like. Stu
dents will more accurately
and powerfully if they can register
their minted impressions on
this morning's lecture before the
ink is dry on their notes.

Improving student-faculty com
munication is to our mutual benefit,
as is the goal of making the uncom
fortable as comfortable as possible.
All Techers have a desire to be
pushed to our limits by great teach
ers; it's why we came here. I would
like to think that even the profs who
came here primarily to express their
scientific genius in the lab still rel
ish the idea of fanning that spark of
genius in their students. We don't
always want to go to class, and
neither do our teachers, but we're
stuck with each other, so help me
help you teach me.

ment heads to pay little heed to the
evaluations, at which point they are
indeed ineffective, further enhanc
ing students' perceptions. The logi
cal escape from that cycle is direct
communication with the professor,
but that is where the Techers' "do
not" becomes "cannot."

No one likes to hear how to do
his or her job, especially from a
lowly serf-student in the kingdom
academic. Profs surely appreciate
feedback like, "Great lecture to
day," or, "Could you cover some
more of Bessel functions
tomorrow?" but this is not the feed
back that corrects chronically poor
teaching. Profs can be as obtuse as
Techers sometimes, and they can
not learn clarity without some very
direct feedback. But that's as awk
ward and intimidating as telling the
Pope he said "Jeebus" in his last
pronouncement. The only route to
honest feedback is to circumvent
the student-teacher relationship in a
direct and dynamic way.

Until the 19th century, University
professors used the hoods accom
panying doctoral robes to collect
tuition directly from lectured stu
dents. Indeed, direct student contri
bution was widespread in the days
of Ancient Greece. It would be a
pain to bring a checkbook to every
lecture, but I suggest instead that
an internet lecture rating system
be set up to give students the op
tion of anonymous feedback at the
end of every lecture. This would al
low profs to see how effective their

Caltech has always prided itself
on its world renowned faculty, but
Caltech has never been famous for
its teachers. Every day I hear sto
ries about terrible lectures dense as
lead, TA's who skim over questions,
tests written, delivered, and graded
without a shred of humanity. Bril
liance glimmers in our classes, but
it twinkles against a darkened heav
en; too many profs tum their bril
liance to matters beyond methods
for inspirational teaching.

With my classmates I have fined
out a course evaluation for every
teacher, good or bad, since fresh
man year. These are forwarded to
department heads who, so they
tell me, evaluate the responses and
make their decisions accordingly.
Since freshman year, I have not
noticed a dramatic change, and the
persistence of this condition leads
me to two possible conclusions:
either the department heads do not
know, or they do not care.

I am not willing to accept that the
people in charge of deciding who
teaches what and where would not
care about the results of those deci
sions. Rather, I think it's a matter
of information flow. Depending on
who is talking, students either "do
not" or "cannot" accurately com
municate their experiences to facul
ty and administrators. Students do
not fill out course evaluations rig

orously because
Techers do not
perceive their ef
ficacy; this in tum
can cause depart-
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By PAULINE KU

Over the past year or so, the ad
ministration has blatantly shown us
that they just don't care about the
student body, at least not enough
to inform us about certain ch2mgles
until, of course, it's too late.
has occurred with less consequen
tial services such as the now non
existent linen service. Most re
cently, this has occurred with the
infamous Caltech Dining Services
and the inevitable advent of 7-day
board. And how could anyone for
get the campus-altering decision to
make Avery a house? A decision
in which neither the seven original
houses nor Avery had any say.

So why did some people feel it
necessary or even fit to make Av
ery into an eighth house, and who
exactly was behind this capricious
action? The answer, it appears, is
much more complicated than at first
thought. And behind it all are two
self-interested key individuals in a
global plot involving fame, money,
and none else but world-domina
tion!

The first of these masterminds is
none other than our current retiring
president, whom some deem D
Ballz. In a final effort to secure his
immortal spot in Caltech's presi
dential history, D-Ballz has, unbe
knownst but to a select few, started
implementing his master plan for
Avery and the greater good for
Caltech and Caltech's Asians.

His involves the conversion
of Avery into an irresistible Asian
Magnet that will eventually turn
this newest house into a modern
day internment camp, the insidious
nature of which will trick the ma
jority of future inhabitants to enter

un'wittillj~ly, yet at least at first vol-

advantages could possibly
in segregating Asians on cam-
and how would this win fame

both Caltech and our retiring
By Avery into

a SUPERASIAN HOUSE,
with future advertisement
with alternating classical

piano music and clips from Korean
comedy shows and concerts, com
plete with audience reactions and
Asian laugh tracks, Caltech gathers
the most easily appeasable, produc
tive, and passive aggressive eth
nic group in one location, already
replete with gates and unmarmed
guard towers.

Once fully converted accord
ing to the outlines of D-Ballz's
prescient plan, Avery will become
a logical campus tourist attrac
tion and the extolled brainchild of
Caltech with constant exposure in
carefully phrased propaganda and
publicity events. The other seven
houses will then become the bane
ful, disobedient children ignored
completely in public, and recog
nized in private only to dole out
more restrictions, admonitions,
and punishments. Thus Avery will
solve Caltech's budget and Asian
inefficiency problem in one inge
nious stroke.

Before this year, Avery's sta
tus caused troublesome obstacles
since Avery still had nonconform
ist, mainly white/non·Asian mem
bers with other house memberships
living there either voluntarily or
involuntarily. BUT D-Ballz's plan
deftly takes care of these bother
some noncompliants while inge-

niously behind the screen of
normalization.

With several years of experience
observing house culture and stu
dent interaction, it was not difficult
for D-Ballz to constrnct a plan care
fully and stealthily exploiting the
predictable behavior of each house,
social, and ethnic group on campus
according to the proven, emerging
new science of psychohistory.

To the uninformed Techer eye,
all these changes appear to be if
not logical and justified, just the
latest constrictions from an admin
istration that is slowly but surely
squeezing the life out of its all too
helpless student body. However, to
the trained psychoanalytic eye, D
Ballz's supreme design becomes all
too painfully clear in every single
subtle manipulation.

Even this year's trailer design
has been carefully factored in.
With such a close proximity to
Avery house, clashes between the
long-standing houses and the new
est reluctant addition have been
clearly evident in such events as the
multihouse tour of Avery after the
Dabney Drag Show.

Other seemingly unrelated con
flicts will soon present themselves,
such as the euraged outcry from
Flems about the placement of the
DDR machine in a multipurpose
trailer on their otherwise quiet
Westside. After much flamboyant
feigned contention the IHC decides
to move the machine to its logical
home in Avery House, and Fleming
once again creates a private house
gym sans DDR machine.

Slowly but surely events such as
this will further D-Ballz's plan and

further fractionalize Avery and oth
er houses such that after a repopu
lating cycle, the houses will be even
more solidified into their respective
characters, Avery included.

But here lies a final dilemma,
which has not quite been resolved
yet. If the characters of the other
seven houses become more solidi
fied, wouldn't there be a substantial
opposition to the Avery design?
How would the administration keep
revoking student privileges while
ignoring student desires?

My fear is that Avery may not
be the end but rather a means to an
end, a model for the rest of Caltech.
Avery will of course be the first to
change, but what are the renova
tions really for? All we hear are
snatches of what mayor may not
be changed, built, or replaced.

Gates with card access may be
put in, but to keep intruders out or
occupants in? They're eliminating
the beloved SAC and Coffeehouse
for the dubious creation of a sepa
rate outside Student Center? With
Caltech's current budget crisis, I
THINK NOT! But most terrifying
is the possible qeation of addition
al apartments in the South Houses
not to house faculty but a terrifying
new breed of RAs intent upon as
sisting the end of Student Life as
we know it.

So gradually not only will Av
ery be repopulated by an insane
new breed of Techer character
ized by qualities mainly found in
the typical Caltech Asian: a strong
dedication/obsession to working
and succeeding intermixed with
non-deleterious or uncompromis
ing hobbies such as piano, go, and

moon cake/tea/pocky parties.
But how did our esteemed presi

dent come up with and implement
such an extremely well-strung plan
all by his lonesome? The fact is he
didn't. He had an unlikely co-con-

in the form of the half-de
mon, freedom-stomper of a Hous
ing Director, a Mr. Timothy Chang,
otherwise known as Timmy C.

His plan, much more malicious
than the selfish dealings of D-Ballz
has the classic underlying design
of world-domination. It is really
quite simple: making Tech more
Asian and efficient is good for
North Korea. With more Asians,
more Korean spies can be accepted
into Tech where they'll be trained
in technology, technology they can
bring back to their native country
and thus assist Kim Jong-II in his
plan to take over the entire world.

The changing Tech would be the
perfect place for these closet com
munists with its perpetual loss of
individuality, creativity, and indi
vidual/group privileges. With the
implementation of 7-day board,
CDS can become an even better
model of the rationing food system
in communist countries.

As one can see, this diabolical
plan reaches far beyond anything
at first suspected, extending to God
only knows how many people,
the President, the Housing Direc
tor, Director of Dining Services
Andre Mallie, to name but a few.
And there doesn't seem to be any
easy prevention of this institutional
apocalypse. It's clear that the best
one can do is transfer or convert to
communism and concede, concede,
CONCEDE!

Hours: 11 am-9pm Daily· WE VALIDATE UNDERGROUND PARKING
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we're de:,pe:rately
of another Winston CbiUn;hill
John F. to stand
say 'We need to
receivinl! a round of apI>lallse.

Guests: Mike Turk-meister and
Scot Med-dawg-ling

Present: Warner Leedy, Peter
Dima Kernasovskiy, Wen-

dy Parvathy Menon, Michelle
Wyatt. .. Jeremy Leibs

l.Tmee students have and
been selected to serve on the

Committee.
Corlllllittee for Unclergrad

uate Presidential Search
will be n1e,etil1lg "i1'prwi,ntPl' hr,,,, " lc

2nd

3.Warner
problem: "R,,,,,,1l",

lem."
4.Michael Wood and Karen
announce the Caltech
Tournament and
Vote: 5-0-0 passes
5.0n his way to the Dr. Da
vid Baltimore breaks into a C
Walk just for the BoD. Peter tries
to respond but fails miserably,
breaking his pinkie in the process.
Michelle notifies him that he
got served.
6.Dima dazzles the BoD with his
Jimmy Eat World posters. Ev
eryone should come party it up
on December 3rd in front of Win
nett. .. but contain your excite
ment as crowd-surfers and
spectators will be
spanked by Dima.
7.Scot Medling and Mike Turk
toddle in but are tram-

the young CRC
as he

mel;til1lg closes.
IS the

"I have seen the True Path. I will
not warm myself by the fire. I
will become the Flame." - badass
Necromancer, Lim-Dul

mercialized any time in the near
future. Instead, "we must
on and weU-tmgl-
neered solutions that are
able to us now," Deffeyes
said. of solutions,
he offered more nuclear
power technol-

to coal emit-
as much carbon dioxide into

the atmlOS{lhel·e.
Some tension could be felt in

the auditorium the Q &
A session, when people asked
Delfey1es a of questions

Continued from 1

asking aren't you
logarithmic graphs? The
graph is misleading." Deffe'ves
said he likes his current graph
"because it gives me a straight
line." A third man asked wheth
er soaring gas prices might be
more beneficial than dangerous,
as people would start conserving
energy. Deffeyes replied, "Econ
omists like to believe that prices
are everything, but I believe the
decrease in supply will have se-

he said.
In the latter half of his ",,-,un,,,

Dr. painted a gloomy
picture a post-oil-peak world.
As production in existing re
serves goes down, no discovery
of new reserves will be enough to
compensate for the trend, and the
price of petroleum will become
increasingly volatile, he assert
ed. Moreover, alternative energy
solutions that are currently in de
velopment cannot be expected to
playa significant role in solving
the crisis, as they won't be com-

cist whose methods are used in
its occurred apIJrOXI

on the last Thanl:i:SgllVUlg
Day, with an tmee
weeks.

"Some say Hubbard
was wrong, he pn~di,cted

a world oil prc)ductic:mj
at around 2000 and
by and it
that the

suflfen::d an
the number of subs to
In an afteruoon game under the
scorching San Diego sun, the loss
of a sub was a test of Snatch's en
durance.

Game 4: Claremont
Caltech played a fourth game,

though not an official game in the
tournament, against Claremont.
The 'scramble' game as it was
called, didn't count for standings.
Despite playing this game right af
ter a tough loss to UCSD, Snatch
pulled out against a fairly young
Claremont team (3 of whose best
veterans were out injured). The

running. After points
more-or-Iess equally until half

Snatch stepped up its game
and beat Slo-Motion 13-9.

Game 3: UC San Diego
The host of the toulrn2Im(mt,

San Diego split up its
into two maltdled
of veterans and rookies. T'-_..._,-

San team may
beaten the new team a

mixed team
match for Snatch.

remained close the
a final score of

HClW(~Ve:f, Ca!tech momen
when

Photo by Sarah Payne

CaUech's first women's ultimate frisbee team Snatched several victories dnring their debut pre-season competition Love! Parvathy

Caltech has a new that can
take itself seriously the colle-
giate arena, and it only involves
a plastic disc and a lot of

Ca!tech Women's Ultimate
Frisbee team, Snatch, achieved a
4-2 win-loss record at the So-Cal
warm·-up on Nov 19 and the
pre-season frisbee for
southern California This
is the first year Caltech has ever
fielded a women's ultimate team.

Snatch an
team for a has
ers on the
a somewhat
of 4 several schools

subs to rotate out entire
!-D.laVI;r teams. The team

gr2lduate stu
has several

undergrad members. The roster
included: Sarah Payne (captain),
Michelle Farkas, Mary Dunlop,
Minh Suzanne Golisz,
Carolyn Katherine
Poulin, Rosie Jones, Margaret
Pan, Laura Fishman, and Marissa
Cevallos.

Game 1: UC Santa Barbara
Snatch started out the morning

with a tiring match against UC
Santa Barbara's team, The Burn-

ing Skirts. While Snatch had just
arrived on the fields, the Burning
Skirts had already warmed up
in a previous game. Despite the
feminine prowess of a well-es
tablished UC team, Snatch man
aged to score 3 points against the
Burning Skirts for a final score
of 3-13. However, the Burning
Skirts remained undefeated until
the finals, so Caltech's loss was
far from shameful.

Game 2: Cal Poly
In the second game, however,

Snatch grabbed confidence by
narrowly beating Cal Poly's Slo
Motion, a team in its 18th year

beginning of the game was close,
and involved a lot of turn-overs,
but when Snatch started playing
more consistant offense the team
took the second half more deci
sively for a final score of 13-8.

SUNDAY: Having gone 1-2 in
the pool on Saturday, Snatch end
ed up in the C-pool on Sunday.
They played two games, both of
which were clear out wins. Uni
versity of Northern Arizona (Gi
ants in the Trees) and Oxy (Her
oine) were two fairly young and
in-experienced teams. Neverthe
less, Caltech beat Arizona 13-3,
and Oxy 13-2.

he California Tech
Caltech 40-58

Pasadena, CA 91125


